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Draft Report (March 22 release):
◦ Challenges and Opportunities for Community
Food Security: the Policy Landscape in Nova
Scotia



Our questions:
◦ How can food systems be sustainable while
both supporting local producers and
facilitating food access for low-income
households?
◦ Where are the opportunities to form alliances
to further the goal of community food
security?
◦ Based on 37 interviews:
 Non government organizations and
Government representatives
 Agriculture, Fisheries, Health, Anti-poverty,
Rural, etc.



Community food security is a complex
challenge
◦ Many issues facing each sector
◦ Obstacles to bridging sectors (including
negative stereotypes)
◦ Tensions between financial struggles of
many producers and financial struggles of
other low-income citizens.



There are areas for co-operation
◦ this requires willingness to be part of
larger agendas
◦ Need to mutually recognize shared goals.



“We have a lot of opportunity for partnerships
surrounding food nowadays because of the
growing interest worldwide in food production
and local food production… we have partnerships
in health and within the department of health
strategy, for example, on a childhood obesity
strategy.”
◦ (NS Department of Agriculture).



Collaborating in an effective way is “to work
together smarter, but not harder… So we use
each other’s strengths and do not duplicate, but
really take the issue to the next level”
◦ (Representative of health organization).



Healthy and accessible food for all
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



Living wage
Adequate social assistance rates
Representation on nutrition and CFS-related boards
Group buying (e.g. food box programs)
Etc.

Agriculture/Fisheries/Aquaculture
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Regulatory barriers to small and mid-sized producers
Greater role for cooperatives
Focus on needs of new/young producers
Fill local processing and distribution gaps
Etc.



Public procurement of local food in schools and
workplaces (“local food” brings together many interests)



Intersection between rural sustainability and CFS (e.g. rural
economic development)



Include CFS into cross-cutting governmental initiatives
(e.g. Thrive!, the Nova Scotia Commission on Building our
New Economy)



Cross-sectoral interest in food system education
(health, agriculture, food access)



Provincial inter-ministerial committee on CFS
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